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Abstract: We consider a family of perturbative heterotic string backgrounds. These are
complex threefolds X with c1 = 0, each with a gauge field solving the Hermitian Yang-Mill’s
equations and compatible B and H fields that satisfy the anomaly cancellation conditions.
Our perspective is to consider a geometry in which these backgrounds are fibred over a
parameter space. If the manifold X has coordinates x, and parameters are denoted by
y, then it is natural to consider coordinate transformations x ! ~x(x; y) and y ! ~y(y).
Similarly, gauge transformations of the gauge field and B field also depend on both x and y.
In the process of defining deformations of the background fields that are suitably covariant
under these transformations, it turns out to be natural to extend the gauge field A to a gauge
field A on the extended (x; y)-space. Similarly, the B, H, and other fields are also extended.
The total space of the fibration of the heterotic structures is the Universal Geometry of
the title. The extension of gauge fields has been studied in relation to Donaldson theory
and monopole moduli spaces. String vacua furnish a richer application of these ideas. One
advantage of this point of view is that previously disparate results are unified into a simple
tensor formulation. In a previous paper, by three of the present authors, the metric on the
moduli space of heterotic theories was derived, correct through O(8), and it was shown
how this was related to a simple Kähler potential. With the present formalism, we are able
to rederive the results of this previously long and involved calculation, in less than a page.
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Nullum autem est, nisi quod animus ex se sibi invenit.
There can be no good except for what the soul discovers for itself within itself.
Seneca the Younger
1 Introduction
Heterotic geometry is the geometry associated with the moduli space of a heterotic vacuum
of string theory. The geometrical background, associated with a vacuum, is understood,
at large volume, as R1;3X, where X is a complex 3-dimensional manifold with vanishing
first Chern class. This geometry is endowed with a holomorphic vector bundle E ! X,
admitting a connection A that satisfies the Hermitian Yang-Mills equations
gF = 0 : (1.1)
Also important are background values for the Kalb-Ramond field B and its field strength H,
which satisfy appropriate field equations and anomaly cancellation conditions. Heterotic
geometry is the analogue of the special geometry of Type II vacua.
We term the tuple ([X;!;
]; [E ; A]; [TX ;]; H) a heterotic structure and label it by
Het. The data of the heterotic structure includes the connections A and  on the bundles
E and TX respectively as well as the hermitian form ! and the complex structure J of X,
or equivalently the holomorphic (3; 0)-form 
.
The metric on the moduli space of heterotic supergravity metric was computed, correct
to O(8 ) (i.e. the error is O(8 2)), in [1] by a dimensional reduction of heterotic supergrav-
ity. This metric has to be Kähler as a consequence of supersymmetry. It should not be
surprising, therefore, that verifying that the moduli space is in fact Kähler requires taking
into account the relations between H, the connection on the bundle E , and the hermitian
form ! on X, since these relations follow from both the anomaly cancellations condition
and the requirement of supersymmetry.
Let us recall these essential conditions. The anomaly relation yields a modified Bianchi
identity for H.
dH =  
8
4

Tr (F 2)  Tr (R2)

; (1.2)
while the supersymmetry relation takes the form1
H = dc! ; dc! =
1
3!
JmJnJp(d!)mnp : (1.3)
In the above equations R is the curvature two-form. We denote by xm the real coordinates
of X and the holomorphic coordinates by (x; x). The vector-valued form Jm = Jnmdxn
is a 1-form constructed from the complex structure. In the following we will generally omit
the wedge product symbol ‘^’ between forms, unless doing so would lead to ambiguity.
1The right hand side of this relation is often written in the form i(@   @)!. However we prefer to write
this in “real form” since this makes the calculation of the derivative of the relation with respect to the
complex structure parameters more transparent.
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These equations already imply that the moduli space has a recondite character, since
the deformations of F , ! and H are intricately related. By contrast to the case of type II
vacua, where the roles of the complex structure parameters and the Kähler class parameters
are strictly separated, there seems to be no useful distinction, in the heterotic context,
between what are conventionally labelled the complex structure moduli, hermitian moduli
and bundle moduli.
The deformations of a heterotic structure, within a given topological class, correspond
to the points of the moduli space M , which is itself a complex manifold. This has real
coordinates ya and complex coordinates (y; y).
We think of the heterotic structures as fibred over M and denote the total space by
U. This is the universal bundle of the title. The fibration U is of course distinct from the
holomorphic vector bundle E , which is part of the heterotic data of each fiber of U. Thus
we have the diagram
Het U
M
: (1.4)
The purpose of this article is to show that considering this structure is worthwhile.
Before entering into technical matters it may be helpful to indicate why this might be
expected to be the case. To start, consider for example the deformation of a manifold,
which is part of our data. In general relativity one often thinks of a three-geometry that
evolves in time. We think of time as a parameter which governs the evolution. More
generally, a manifold may depend on a number of parameters so there are a number of
‘times’. A minor, but still counter-intuitive matter to a physicist, is that whereas the
time axis almost always proceeds upwards in diagrams, in the fibre bundle language the
parameter space is the base of the fibration and is invariably drawn horizontally while the
different manifolds are the fibers and are drawn vertically. Thus time evolves sideways.
Let us take another analogy with non-relativistic electrodynamics. The fields E and B
reside in R3 and evolve in time. Of course, if we pass to the four-dimensional description
of relativistic dynamics, time is included as one of the coordinates. The vectors of R3, are
now no longer covariant under the enlarged symmetry group of SO(1; 3). Instead E and B
come together into a two-form Fmn that transforms covariantly under the larger group.
To see how a ‘larger group’ arises in the present context, consider the Yang-Mills gauge
field A, that is present in a heterotic vacuum. It is subject to gauge transformations
A! A = A 1   d  1 : (1.5)
Since we wish to consider deformations of the gauge potential, the gauge function  is
naturally a function of both the coordinates of x of X and the parameters y of M . It is
convenient to define a covariant derivative DaA, which transforms homogeneously under
gauge transformation. In order to do this in a way which takes into account the parameter
dependence of the gauge transformations, one introduces also a connection  = a dya on
the moduli space that transforms in a manner parallel to A
! a = a 1   @a  1 : (1.6)
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The covariant derivative contains the two connections A and 
DaA = @aA  dAa ; (1.7)
where dA denotes a covariant outer derivative operator
dAa = da + [A; a] :
Under a gauge transformation we see that the covariant derivative DaA is indeed covariant
DaA! DaA = DaA 1 :
There are certain useful identities, that can be derived in a straightforward manner
that relate to this covariant derivative. Consider, for example, these two
dA(DaA) = DaF ; and [Da; Db]A =  dAFab ; (1.8)
where Fab = @ab   @ba + [a;b].
Let us combine the connections A and a into the single connection
A = A+ adya ;
and form from this the associated field strength
F = dA + A2 ; with d = d + dya@a :
With this definition F is covariant. Moreover:
 Fab is as defined above
 DaA = Famdxm, so the covariant derivative is none other than the mixed component
of the covariant field strength F.
 Furthermore, it is easy to check that the somewhat subtle, but useful, identities (1.8)
are the (a;m; n) and (a; b;m) components of the Bianchi identity
dAF = 0 :
The spin connection  plays a role with respect to the tangent bundle TX that is
closely parallel to the role played by A with respect to the vector bundle E . Under a
Lorentz transformation 	 the transformation law for  is
! 		 1   d		 1 : (1.9)
This has field strength R = d + 2, which is holomorphic and obeys the Hermitian-Yang-
Mills equation (1.1). So, for this connection, it is natural to define an extended connection
and field strength analogous to those above
 =  + adya ; R = d + 2 ; (1.10)
where a is the analogue of the connection a.
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The point that is being made is that there is no clean separation between the coordinates
x of the manifold X and the parameters y. We have seen that the gauge functions  and 	
are naturally functions of both x and y. Furthermore, it is natural that the diffeomorphisms
of X should involve the parameters y. That is, we are allowed diffeomorphisms of the form
x! ex(x; y) ; y ! ey(y) : (1.11)
This, taken together with the dependence of the gauge functions on both x and y constitutes
the ‘larger group’.
We are not the first to consider a universal bundle, in this sense. What has been said
so far in this context applies to the deformation theory of gauge fields. It was originally
considered by Atiyah-Singer [2], and further exploited in connection with Donaldson The-
ory [3–5] and its relation with five-branes [6]. Gauntlett adapted the approach of [6] to
the moduli space of BPS monopoles [7]. The covariant derivatives, analogous to those con-
structed above, were observed to have an interpretation as the extended field strength of
a universal bundle. Heterotic string theory, however, furnishes a richer, or depending on
one’s point of view, more complicated structure. In particular the Kalb-Ramond field B is a
potential of an unconventional type for the H field since, technically, it is a 2-gerbe (see [8]
for a broad introduction to gerbes). The field B also transforms under gauge transforma-
tions and it is convenient also to try to define a covariant derivative for this field. It is not
possible to define one that transforms homogeneously, so we settle for a derivative whose
transformation law is as closely parallel as possible to the transformation law for B itself.
As we will see later, a quantity Ba arises that is closely related to the covariant deriva-
tive, and does have the property that it transforms homogeneously. The quantity Ba is of
additional interest since the combination B + iD!, where  is a holomorphic index and
D! is a certain covariant derivative of the hermitian form !, take over the role that the
derivatives of the complexified Kähler form, @(B + i!), play in special geometry. We will
review this now, but the upshot is that extended quantities that include B and H play an
important role also.
The field strength H is related to B by the relation
H = dB   
8
4

CS[A]  CS[]

; (1.12)
where CS denotes the Chern-Simons three-form
CS[A] = Tr

AdA+
2
3
A3

:
The Chern-Simons forms transform under gauge transformation and so does B, with the
transformation law for B chosen to ensure that H is gauge invariant. This transformation
law is
;	B = B +
8
4

Tr
 
YA  Z+ U W ; (1.13)
with
Y = d 1 ; Z = d		 1 ;
and U and W are such that dU = 13Tr (Y
3) and dW = 13Tr (Z
3).
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As H is gauge invariant its variation with respect to the parameters can simply be
given as a partial derivative. In this way we arrive at a relation of the form
@aH = dBa   
8
2
Tr
 
DaAF

+
8
2
Tr
 
DaR

: (1.14)
This relation identifies a gauge invariant quantity Ba that is defined up to the addition of
a d-closed form.
Let us define extended forms of B and H that are related by
H = dB  
8
4

CS[A]  CS[]

; where CS[A] = Tr

A dA +
2
3
A3

: (1.15)
It is pleasing that the important quantity Ba turns out to be a mixed component of the
gauge invariant tensor H
Ba =
1
2
Hamndxmdxn :
We take H to satisfy an extended supersymmetry relation and a Bianchi identity
H = dc ; dH =  
8
4

Tr F2   TrR2

;
whose mixed components give important relations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17) among the
heterotic moduli.
So far, we have discussed the consequence of allowing the gauge functions  and 	
to be functions of both x and y. In order to discuss the extension of vectors and tensors
to the bigger space we have to take into account the freedom expressed by the second of
equations (1.11). We are led to introduce a covariant basis of forms and a corresponding
dual basis of vectors
em = dxm + camdya ; ea = dya ;
em = @m ; ea ; = @a   cam@m :
The quantity cm = camdya is a connection which transforms, under x! ~x(x; y), in the form
cem = @xem
@xn
cn   @x
em
@yb
dyb ; (1.16)
and this ensures that the forms em and vectors ea transform as expected
eem = @xem
@xn
en ; eea = @yb
@yea eb :
With these basis forms, we write the extended vector potential, for example, as
A = Ame
m +A]ady
a ; with A]a = a  Amcam :
We will introduce a pair of covariant derivatives Ð and Ð ]a for the connection cam. The
operator Ð covariantises the de Rham operator d along the manifold X, and so within X
defines a fibre-wise cohomology; while the operator Ð ] describes how tensors on X change
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under a change in parameters. In order to describe the variation of gauge dependent
quantities we will also introduce a covariant derivative Da, which is covariant with respect
to both diffeomorphisms and gauge symmetries.
Inevitably, we are led to define covariant derivatives that decompose with respect to the
fibre X and the base M , and again, when we come to discuss the complex structure, with
respect to the complex structures of X and M . Thus we will have a fourfold decomposition
of the derivatives, which we require to be covariant. By covariant we mean covariance with
respect to the diffeomorphisms (1.11), which is more general than the situation considered
in [1]. This allowed the gauge functions to be functions of both x and y, but which only
envisioned diffeomorphisms (x; y) ! (~x(x); ~y(y)). The freedom to make transformations
x! ~x(x; y) requires the introduction of the connection cam and forces a redefinition of the
derivatives. In an attempt to make this transition as easy as possible we have summarised
these in section 1.3.
The connection cm can be identified with the cross term in the ‘minimal’ extended
metric. We have two metrics that arise naturally: the metric gmn on the manifold X and
the metric g]ab on the moduli spaceM. If we combine these into a ‘minimal’ extended metric
ds2 = gmne
men + g]abdy
adyb ;
and write this out in terms of the basis forms dxm and dya we find the cross term
gma = gmnca
n :
The connection cm appears also in an interesting way in relation to the variation of the
complex structure of X. The first order variation of the complex structure is recorded in a
form  = dx which is defined by

 = @dx
(0;1)
It will also be shown later that  is also related to c by

 =  @c : (1.17)
The connection cam also plays an important geometrical role in relation to the fibration
X, in that it determines an almost product structure L that provides a splitting of the
tangent space of the fibration TX into vertical and horizontal subspaces. Being a fibration,
X naturally encodes a vertical projection X  ! M . A horizontal structure, equivalent to
a local choice of cam, is not invariantly defined. The freedom inherent in choice of cam
corresponds precisely to the freedom to make coordinate transformations as in (1.11).
1.1 Outline of the article
In the body of the article we give a detailed discussion of the points outlined above.
Within the fibration U lies the fibration of the manifold X over M,
X X
M
:
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This is the natural context in which to discuss the Ehresmann connection — equivalently,
the projection  — the metric g and complex structure J for the extended space. This is the
subject of section 2. The connection cam allows us to restrict g and J to fibres covariantly
and, when this is done, they are identified with the metric g and complex structure J on X.
Furthermore, using  we can also project g and J to the moduli space metric g] and complex
structure J ].
In section 2, we describe the differential calculus of X and its relation to deformations.
For example, we show that the covariant derivatives such as (1.7) are identified as Lie
derivatives acting tensors on X. This leads to an interpretation of deformations with flows
on X.
In section 3, we start to see the profits of our labour. We introduce on X extensions of
the connections A and , denoted A and  respectively, which allows to discuss the extended
symmetry groups mentioned above. The fields A and  are holomorphic connections for
the vector bundle U ! X. Moreover, we define the extensions of ! and H, denoted  and
H respectively, and suppose a relation H = dc, as the extension of the supersymmetry
relation (1.3).
Surprisingly, this relation together with its Bianchi identity, encapsulate in a simple
pair of tensor equations, a set of long and otherwise complicated equations relating covariant
derivatives which were crucial to the derivation of the Kähler moduli space metric in [1].
This is similar to how the laws of electrodynamics when viewed relativistically are unified
into a simple tensor equation.
In section 4, we illustrate a utility of X by showing how the curvature R in (1.3) can
be used to compute the covariant derivative D in terms of the complex structure moduli

 and hermitian moduli D!1;1 to zeroth order in 8 . We then use this to compute the
last term in the moduli space metric g] derived in [1] to be
ds] 2 = 2g]

dy 
 dy ;
g]

=
1
V
Z
X


 ?
 g +
1
4
Z ? Z +
8
4
Tr
 
DA ?DA

+
8
2

 + D!D!

R

;
(1.18)
which generalises an expression in [9] to include all the moduli.
In section 5, we put all of this together to show how to derive the moduli space metric
g]

from its Kähler potential in a concise way, which simplifies much of the analysis of [1].
1.2 Some notation and terminology
It is useful to summarise some notation and terminology that we will introduce later.
 Tangibility [p; q] means the form has p legs along the moduli spaceM and q legs along
the fibre X. Our convention is that legs along the moduli space are written first.
 The corpus of a form is the part with all legs along the fibre X. The animus consists of
all remaining components of the form, and these are distinguished by a ] superscript.
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Coordinates Real indices Complex indices
Total space X uP P;Q;R; S
Base manifold M ya a; b; c; d ; ; 
Fibre manifold X xm m;n; k; l ; ; ; 
Table 1. The coordinates and indices for the total space, fiber and base of the fibration X.
Relation Reference
d = Ð + Ð ] See section 2.3
Ð ] = dyaÐ ]a See section 2.3
Ð = g + g Ð ] = g] + g] See section 2.5
DaA = ea(A)  (Ðcam)Am  ÐAA]a,
where ÐAA
]
a = ÐA]a + [A; A]a]
See section 3.1
especially eq. (3.4)
r@P =  QP @Q reP = QP eQ See section 4
rLC Levi-Civita connection section 4.2
rB Bismut connection section 4.2
rH Hull connection section 4.2
D
H = r () + irD!(1;1) Variation of . See section 4.3
Table 2. A table of derivatives used in the paper.
1.3 A short summary of covariant derivation
We have need of derivatives that are covariant under the coordinate transformations (1.11),
this requires a refinement of the derivatives defined in [1] for which covariance was required
only under the simpler transformations (y; x) ! (~y(y); ~x(x)). We are led to construct
outer derivatives that descend from d and covariant derivatives Ð ]a and Da. For complex
manifolds X and M the operators Ð and Ð ] split further into g+ g and g] + g], which are
the analogues of the familiar split d = @ + @.
Furthermore, we overload the derivative symbol so that Ð ]a, say, should also be covariant
with respect to gauge transformations. When we take into account the complex structure of
X and M , the Ð ]a decomposes further into D and D , which are suitable generalisations
of the holotypical derivatives of [1]. From section 3.3 we write D in place of Ð ] even
when acting on ‘gauge neutral’ objects since no ambiguity arises, and this gives cleaner
expressions. For example, we understand that D! = Ð
]
!.
2 The fibration X
Our goal is to realise the embedding of heterotic structures Het, corresponding to the tuple
([X;!;
]; [E ; A]; [TX ;]; H), and their parameter space M inside a single object, which
is a fibration U. In this paper we will not discuss singularities of the heterotic structure,
leaving these global issues for future work. Differential calculus on U will then account for
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the variations of a heterotic structure as one moves across M . We start by first considering
variations of the manifold X over M . We will include the vector bundle E , three-form
H and the constraints on these objects deriving from the anomaly and supersymmetry
later. To describe these variations we consider a fibration X which represents the family of
complex manifolds X with c1 = 0 and conformally balanced metric over the moduli space.
2.1 Defining X
The fibration X is pictured as
X X
M
; (2.1)
it has the following properties:
1. The fibres of X corresponding to the manifolds X, and all the fibres are diffeomorphic.
2. There is a orthogonal decomposition of TX = VXHX where VX corresponds to TX
and HX is an orthogonal complement; sections of HX will correspond to deformations
in an appropriate way.
We introduce local coordinates u = (y; x) for X, with notation as displayed in the
table 1. This is such that, for a fixed y, VX = spanf@mg is the subbundle of TX identified
with TX . We also need a notion of a horizontal subbundle HX of TX such that TX = HXVX.
This is facilitated by introducing a projection operator  : TX ! TX:
 2 End(TX) ' 
1(X;TX) ; 2 =  ; jVX = idVX : (2.2)
This operator  is referred to as an Ehresmann connection in the literature. The most
general expression for projection operator  satisfying the conditions above is
 = dxm 
 @m + cam dya 
 @m ; (2.3)
for suitable quantities cam. This connection provides the desired orthogonal decomposition
TX = HX  VX = ker  im ; (2.4)
where the horizontal and vertical subbundles, together with their duals, are spanned by the
following basis vectors and forms
HX = span

ea = @a   cam @m
	
; VX = span

em = @m
	
;
HX = span

ea = dya
	
; V X = span

em = dxm + cam dya
	
:
(2.5)
We will refer to this as the “e-basis” for the tangent and cotangent space of X. This is also
referred to as a non-holonomic basis in the literature. This decomposition into horizontal
and vertical subspace is referred to as an almost product structure.
The projection operator  in the e-basis takes the form =em 
 @m. We can define
a related tensor L=1 2 which satisfies the property that L2=1. This tensor defines an
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almost product structure, and is the natural analogue of an almost complex structure. We
refer the reader to [10] for a comprehensive introduction. In the e-basis L is diagonal with
eigenvalues +1 for the horizontal subbundle HX and  1 for the vertical subbundle VX.
The horizontal subbundle HX is integrable in the sense of Frobenius’s theorem if the
Lie bracket of two horizontal vectors is also a horizontal vector. That is,
[h1; h2] 2 HX for h1; h2 2 HX : (2.6)
A short computation shows this is satisfied if and only if the Lie bracket of the basis vectors
ea vanishes
[ea; eb] = 0 :
As we will see, we can view the symbols cam as a connection on M with curvature S which
is a vector valued two-form with components:
Sab
m = [ea; eb]
m = ca
m
; b   cbm; a + cancbm; n   cbncam; n : (2.7)
The tensor L has a Nijenhuis tensor defined as
NL = (L
P@PL
Q   LPQdLP )@Q ; (2.8)
where uP = (ya; xm) denotes a point in X and we have written
LP = LS
PduS :
Another short computation shows that
NL =
1
4
Sab dyadyb :
Hence, vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor NL is equivalent to vanishing Sab and this is in turn
equivalent to the horizontal subbundle being integrable in the sense of (2.6). Geometrically,
it means that X is foliated with HX being the tangent bundle to codimension six leaves in X.
That is, the tangent space of M is identified with HX andM is a submanifold of X. We will
see later that the vanishing of the Lie bracket above is equivalent to demanding deformations
of heterotic structures commute. Frobenius’s theorem implies that given NL = 0 we can
find a set of coordinates in which ca = 0. Diffeomorphisms that preserve this are of the
form ex! ex0(ex) and ey ! ey0(ey).
In the following, in the interest of generality — possibly with a view to describing
non-commuting deformation theory — we will not assume S vanishes except in the final
two sections when we apply it to heterotic geometry.
When no additional structures are present, the automorphism group of X consists of
bundle diffeomorphisms, that preserve the bundle structure. A key property of such a
diffeomorphism  is that the following diagram should commute:
X X
M M

 ]
; (2.9)
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where  ] : M ! M is the naturally induced map. Under such a diffeomorphism the fibre
Xy is mapped onto the fibre X  ](y) and there is no intersection of fibres. In other words,
at least locally, there is a unique manifold Xy corresponding to each point in the base M .
In our coordinate system (ya; xm) a bundle diffeomorphism acts as
(ya; xm)
 !  a(y); m(y; x) : (2.10)
We can now see that under  , the symbols cam transform as a connection
 ca
m =

@m
@xn
cb
n   @
m
@yb

@yb
@a
:
This is just the transformation law given in (1.16). With this transformation law the basis
elements ea; em in (2.5) are covariant and span invariant subspaces.
Consider a  that is the identity map when restricted to the base manifold M :
X X
M M
'
idM
: (2.11)
This acts as
(ya; xm)
'  !  ya; 'm(y; x) : (2.12)
These transformations correspond to the action of the structure group on X. Since X is a
manifold the structure group is Diff(X), which is infinite dimensional and non compact, so
the bundle X is quite different from a principal bundle or a vector bundle. For example,
the principal bundle associated to X is not a manifold.
2.2 Tangibility of forms
An n-form  on X extends to a form  on X. In a coordinate basis this takes the form
=
1
n!
a1a2an dy
a1an+
1
(n 1)! a1an 1mdy
a1an 1dxm+  + 1
n!
m1mn dx
m1mn ;
where dya1a2an = dya1dya2    dyan and dxm1m2mn = dxm1dxm2    dxmn . This expres-
sion does not manifestly respect the symmetries of X under bundle diffeomorphisms (2.10),
and so is not convenient. Instead, we will always decompose forms in the e-basis
 =
1
n!
]a1a2an dy
a1an +
1
(n  1)! 
]
a1an 1m dy
a1an 1em +   + 1
n!
m1mn e
m1nn ;
(2.13)
where we adopt the convention of denoting components of forms in this basis by a ], and
note that ]m1mn = m1mn . We also order forms such that the dy’s are written first.
We divide this decomposition into its corpus and animus : the corpus being the unex-
tended part, m1mn em1    emn , and the animus being the remainder, including the mixed
dyaem terms. The components of the corpus are always identified with the components of
the original unextended form on the manifold X. Since we will sometimes want to break
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up the forms according to their ranks as form on X and M we will make reference to the
tangibility of the parts. We define the tangibility of each term in (2.13) as the pair [p; q] in
which q denotes the number of corporal indices.
 =
X
p+q=n
[p;q] :
Thus the corpus of  has tangibility [0; n] while the animus is the remainder, including
the mixed terms: the key virtue of this decomposition is that different tangibilities do not
mix under bundle diffeomorphisms. We use square brackets to distinguish tangibility from
holomorphic type.
2.3 Differential calculus on X
We now introduce a differential calculus on X that will eventually describe how heterotic
structures vary over the moduli space M .
The de Rham operator on X, which defines the exterior derivative, is denoted by
d : 
n(X)! 
n+1(X) :
When acting on the basis of forms fdya; emg it gives2
d(dya) = 0 ; dem =  @ncam dyaen   1
2
Sab
m dyadyb ;
where the second relation has parts of tangibility [1; 1] and [2; 0]. This implies that d acting
on a [0; q] form  is
d = (d)[0;q+1] + (d)[1;q] + (d)[2;q 1] ;
where the different tangibilities are given by
(d)[0;q+1] =
1
q!
(@nm1mq) e
nem1mq ;
(d)[1;q] =
1
q!

ea(m1mq)  can;m1nm2mq        can;mqm1mq 1n

dyaem1mq ;
(d)[2;q 1] =   1
2(q   1)! Sab
n nm1mq 1 dy
abem1mq 1 : (2.14)
where in the second line we have denoted the non-holonomic derivative as ea(m1mq)=(@a 
ca
n@n)m1mq . This is also referred to as a pfaffian derivative in the mathematics literature.
We see that, in general, a tangibility [p; q] form, with q  1, is mapped to a form with three
2We are redefining the operator d, so the differentials, hitherto denoted by dya, should now be writ-
ten dya. Since d now denotes the x-part of d, we have d(ya) = 0. We will however abuse notation by
continuing to write dya, when we mean dya.
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different tangibilities divided up into branches as shown

[p;q+1](X)
d : 
[p;q](X) 
[p+1;q](X)

[p+2;q 1](X)
Ð
Ð ]
S
:
The presence of three possible branches is analogous to a non-integrable complex struc-
ture in which the exterior derivative of a holomorphic type (p; q) form has non-vanishing
(p + 2; q   1) and (p   1; q + 2) projections which depend on the Nijenhuis tensor. Note
that, we get a reduction to two tangibilities as the horizontal subbundle is integrable but
we have illustrated the presence of S for generality.
The first two branches are defined by two covariant derivatives Ð and Ð ]
Ð : 
[p;q](X)! 
[p;q+1](X) ;
Ð ] : 
[p;q](X)! 
[p+1;q](X) :
(2.15)
They are defined by specifying their action on a zero-form f , a function, and on the basis
fdya; emg of one-forms:3
Ð f = (@mf) em ; Ð em = 0 ; Ð (dya) = 0 ;
Ð ]f = ea(f) dya ; Ð ]em =  cam; n dyaen ; Ð ](dya) = 0 :
(2.16)
It is straightforward to check that
Ð2 = 0 and fÐ ; Ð ]g = 0 :
It is straightforward to check that the second line of (2.14) is consistent with applying the
rules (2.16) to compute Ð ]:
Ð ] = dyaÐ ]a ;
where we have defined a shorthand
Ð ]a =
1
q!

ea(m1mq)  can;m1 nm2mq   can;m2 m1nmq     

em1    emq
= ea()  (Ðcam) m :
(2.17)
In passing to the second line we have used ea  em = 0 and
m =
1
(q   1)! mn1:::nq 1e
n1    enq 1 :
The derivative Ð ]a describes a variation of  in the direction of a vector ea, along the
moduli space. Notice that this is identified with the Lie derivative Lea.
3Note that it is not the case that Ð = em@m and Ð ] = dya@a.
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Both the Ð-operator and Ð ]-operator are invariant under diffeomorphisms. This is
most easily seen by projecting onto tangibility, we have for example Ð ] = (d)[1;q].
In [1] we implicitly assumed that variations could be written by partial derivatives, for
example that the first order deformation of ! is given by ! = dya@a!. Now we see that
we should write
! = dyaÐ ]a! :
We also have need for second order variations of fields. In this case, the curvature S
introduces a commutator:
[Ð ]a;Ð
]
b]! = Sab
m(Ð!)m + Ð(Sabm !m) :
So we see that demanding that  be integrable, so that S = 0, is equivalent to demanding
that all variations commute and that (Ð ])2 = 0. The bundle then becomes locally flat. As
previously mentioned we will keep S around in the interest of generality, and set it to zero
at the end.
To summarise: in general, d decomposes into three terms,
d = Ð + Ð ]  1
2q!
dya1    dyaq 1dybdyc Sbcn ]a1aq 1 n ; (2.18)
with the parts given by (2.18) as above. We have the identities
d2 = 0 ; Ð2 = 0 and fÐ ; Ð ]g = 0 :
If, in addition, the curvature S vanishes, then we have also
d = Ð + Ð ] and (Ð ])2 = 0 :
2.4 Derivatives of tensors
Consider a tensor  whose indices are purely vertical:
 = n1ns
m1mr en1 
    
 ens 
 @m1
    
 @mr :
The deformation of this tensor in the direction of a horizontal vector Y ] = Y a(y) ea is given
by a Lie derivative
LY ] = Y aLea :
We take horizontal vector fields Y ] to depend only on the parameters. This Lie derivative
then acts as a directional derivative along the moduli space.4
It is useful to describe the action of the Lie derivative in this way in components. Its
action in the direction ea is determined by
Leaf = ea(f) ; Lea(@m) = can;m @n ; Lea(em) =  cam; n en   Sabmdyb : (2.19)
4This does not hold generally for the Lie derivative. For instance the LfY (X) = fLY (X)   Y (f)X,
where f is a function and X;Y two arbitrary vectors.
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Therefore, the Lie derivative of  along the horizontal vector ea has vertical components
given by
Lea n1nsm1mr = ea(n1nsm1mr)+cam1 ;k n1nskm2mr+  +camr ;k n1nsm1mr 1k
 cak;n1 kn2nsm1mr   cak;ns n1ns 1km1mr : (2.20)
When applied to a differential form  reduces to the form given by (2.17).
We can relate this to the derivative Ð ]. The covariant derivative with respect param-
eters is
Ð ]af = ea(f) ; Ð
]
a @m = ca
n
;m @n ; Ð ]a e
m =  cam; n en ; (2.21)
and this is the projection of (2.19) onto the fibers. This amounts to dropping the term
proportional to S so, when  is integrable, derivatives of tensors are described exactly by Ð ].
2.5 The Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket
The Frölicher-Nijenhuis (FN) bracket extends the Lie bracket on vector fields to vector field
valued forms:
[ ; ]FN : 

k(X;TX) 
l(X;TX)! 
k+l(X;TX) :
We are interested in the case k = l = 1. Given K;L 2 
1(X;TX) and vectors v;w we have
[L;K]FN (v;w)=[Lv;Kw]+[Kv;Lw]+(KL+LK)[v;w] K([Lv;w]+[v;Lw]) L([Kv;w]+[v;Kw]) ;
where the brackets on the right-hand side are the usual Lie brackets. The Nijenhuis tensors
of L and K are expressible in terms of the Frölicher-Nijenhuis bracket:
NL =
1
2
[L;L]FN ; NK =
1
2
[K;K]FN :
2.6 The metric and complex structure on X
We now put a metric and complex structure on X in a way that appropriately reflects the
fact we are studying the moduli of heterotic structures. We start with a metric on X. For
the vertical fibers Xy we have a family of metrics gmn(y; x)dxm 
 dxn, and for the moduli
space M we have a natural metric g]ab(y) dy
a
 dyb, which, correct through O(8 ), is given
by (1.18). The most straightforward way to combine these parts is to require the metric
to be compatible with the projection operator  which amounts to the metric being block
diagonal in the e-basis.
ds2 = gmn(y; x) em 
 en + g]ab(y) dya 
 dyb : (2.22)
With respect to this metric, the spaces VX and HX are orthogonal.
In more erudite language: we note that since VX = TX we should identify the inner
product on VX with the metric on X. For the horizontal part, first note that TM jy and
HXj(y;x) are isomorphic as vector spaces. Demanding compatibility between the two projec-
tions TX ! TM and TX ! HX , so the horizontal metric needs to coincide with the moduli
metric. This leads to the form given.
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The given form of the metric is not unique, since the components of the connection
ca
m are not specified. In a coordinate basis we have
gma = gmnca
n :
So the off-diagonal blocks of the metric have been left, so far, unspecified.
The fibers of X and also the baseM are complex manifolds; we ask if X is also. Denoting
the complex structures of X and M by J and J ], we can combine them into an almost
complex structure J for X in a manner analogous to the construction of the metric
J = J ]b
a dyb 
 ea + Jnm en 
 @m : (2.23)
This is tantamount to demanding that J and  commute as endomorphisms, but not as dif-
ferential structures. Demanding they commute as differential structures means, essentially,
that [J;L]FN = 0, which is too strong for our situation. It is immediate that J2 =   1,
without further conditions on the connection cam.
We examine next the Nijenhuis tensor of J. In appendix C we show that this has
the form
NJ =  2

2[P ]a; Pm]
q ea emQq+2[Q
]
a; Qm]
q ea em Pq+[P
]
c ; P
]
d ]
q ec edQq+[Q
]
c; Q
]
d]
q ec ed Pq

;
where Pm = Pmn@n is a vector constructed out of the projector Pmn, and P
]
a is constructed
analogously. The term [P ]c ; P ]d ] is the (2; 0)-component of the curvature S. If the manifold
is complex, which is the case NJ = 0, then we can write these terms in complex coordinates
(y; y ; x; x). The vanishing of the right hand side requires
[e; @]
 = 0 ; and [e; e ] = 0 :
These equations are then constraints on the connection cam:
0 = [e; e]
 =  @c ;
0 = [e; e ]
 = c

;    c ;  + c c ;    c c;  ;
(2.24)
where, in writing the second equation, we have omitted terms that vanish as a consequence
of the first equation.
Furthermore, both J and  are elements of End(TX). As their action commutes they
can be diagonalised simultaneously, inducing a further split
TX = H(1;0)X H(0;1)X  V (1;0)X  V (0;1)X ;
which is realised through
H
(1;0)
X = span

e = @   c @
	
; V
(1;0)
X = span

@
	
;
together with their complex conjugates. In fact, in the first line one could have included
a mixed term  c @ . This vanishes because the following relation needs to hold if X
is complex
span

e; @
	
= span

@; @
	
:
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Note that if
c
 = 0 ;
then equations (2.24) are both satisfied, without further conditions on the cam.
We can decompose Ð and Ð ] into holomorphic type
Ð = g + g ;
Ð ] = g] + g] = dyÐ ] + dy Ð ] ;
(2.25)
where g; g both square to zero and anticommute, and are Dolbeault operators with respect
to J . That is, g maps a J–(p; q) form to a J–(p; q + 1)-form. Their close relatives, g]
and g] anticommute when S
m = 0 and g] squares to zero when S
m = 0. When this
is the case g] is a Dolbeault operator with respect to J ] mapping a J ]–(p; q) form to a
J ]–(p+ 1; q) form.
Recall that in special geometry and Kodaira-Spencer theory, the parameter variation
of complex structure and the integrability condition NJ = 0, to first order, becomes

 2 H(0;1)
@
(X;T (1;0)X ) : (2.26)
The covariant deformation of the holomorphic projector Pmn=12(m
n iJmn) is given by the
Lie derivative (2.20), and this facilitates a covariant definition of :
a = LeaP =

ea(Pn
m) + (@kca
m)Pn
k   (@ncak)Pkm

en 
 @m : (2.27)
If NL = 0 so that the product structure is integrable, then we can find a set of adapted
coordinates in which cam = 0 and that a = @aPmndxm@n. This is what is familiar from
special geometry. Provided @aJmn 6= 0, so that complex structure depends on parameters,
we cannot find a set of holomorphic coordinates in which ca is also zero.
On the other hand, as NJ = 0 we can find a set of holomorphic coordinates in which
J is constant and diagonal. In that case
LeP = @ c : (2.28)
In this coordinate chart we identify
  gc = @ : (2.29)
Although the symbols c transform in the manner of a connection, the quantity @c is
covariant under holomorphisms and so is a well-defined g-closed form, consistent with (2.26).
It is important to note that we cannot set c = 0 since  is a tensor which does not vanish.
If we have NL = NJ = 0 then this does not necessarily imply we can find a set of
holomorphic coordinates for X in which c vanishes. Indeed, as we see from the above
LaJ = [ea; J ]FN is precisely the obstruction to doing this. Instead, the structures J and L
are simultaneously integrable if
[J;J]FN = 0 ; [L;L]FN = 0 ; [J;L]FN = 0 :
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While we will often use the first two conditions, we will always have [J;L]FN being non-
vanishing and so we cannot discard c.
In [11, 12] it is observed that given feg define normal vectors to fibres c with respect
to the metric on X. Hence, c is related to the extrinsic curvature by (@c)g which
describes the curvature of fibres are embedded within X. It is also shown that deformations
of complex structure satisfy exactly the relation (2.29). We discuss this further below.
The J-Dolbeault operator @ acting on a form of J-type (p; q), denoted W(p;q), is de-
fined as
@W(p;q) = (dW)(p+1;q) :
In the language of X, @ is promoted to a Lie derivative Le while holomorphic type of
vertical forms are defined by the projectors
P =
1
2
(m
n   iJmn) em 
 @n ; and Q = 1
2
(m
n + iJmn) em 
 @n : (2.30)
We have LeP =  and LeQ =  . On a corporal 1-form  = mem, the Ð ] operator
is the appropriate projection of the Lie derivative:
Ð ]
(p;q) = (Le)(p;q) :
This is precisely the holotypical derivative denoted by D in [1]. As may be seen by writing
out the components for a 1-form, for example
Ð ]
(1;0) = (Lem)Pnmen = Le(Pnmmen) mm ;
Ð ]
(0;1) = (Lem)Qnmen = Le(Qnmmen) + mm :
(2.31)
The second equality follows by the Leibniz rule.
2.7 The connection cam as the shift, and the extrinsic curvature of Xy
Recall first the formalism relating to the extrinsic curvature of a submanifold as it applies
in an elementary setting such as in figure 1. Here we have a curve which we approximate to
second order by a circle of curvature. At a point on the curve we have a normal n = r n
(n = @=@r) and a tangent m (= @=@). We consider the result of parallely propagating n,
in the embedding metric, to a nearby point, this gives the dashed vector in the figure. The
pre-existing normal n at the displaced point differs from this by an amount proportional
to m. We write5
m rn = m ;
and this defines the extrinsic curvature . Either from the diagram, or from a direct
calculation of the covariant derivative, one sees that  = 1=r for the situation depicted.
We could study also the variation of the tangent vector, by parallely propagating the
tangent vector to a nearby point on the surface and comparing it with the preexisting
tangent vector there. In this way we see that
m rm =  n :
5There is a choice of sign here. Our choice makes the extrinsic curvature of a cylinder in a flat embedding
space positive. An opposite convention is also common.
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Again, we can check this directly by computing the covariant derivative, and we can also
deduce this relation by noting that the right hand side is in the direction of  n and the
coefficient follows from the previous relation, on noting that m r(mn) = 0.
We turn now to figure 2, which relates to the fibration X. We first consider the case
that the quantity cam vanishes, so that the normals connect the points labeled by x on Xy
and Xy+y and also the points labelled by x+ x. We may parallely propagate the normal
ea from x to x+ x, on Xy, and compare it with the preexisting normal there. In this way
we can define and extrinsic curvature tensor amn
em  rea = amn en : (2.32)
We can study the variation of the tangents rather than the variation of the normals. We
take a tangent vector en at x, parallely propagate it to x + x and compare it with the
pre-existing tangents. There will be an out of surface component that can be expressed in
terms of the normal vectors. This process yields
em  ren =  amn ea +  mkn ek :
The fact that the coefficients that involve the ea, on the right hand side, are the extrinsic
curvature follows from (2.32), on noting that em rg(ea; en) = 0. We see also, in this way,
that the a index on the extrinsic curvature is raised and lowered with the metric gab, while
the n index is raised and lowered with the metric gmn.
The extrinsic curvature so defined is a tensor, so covariant and so unaffected by whether
we choose to take cam = 0. However, if we do so, we can identify the extrinsic curvature
with minus the Christoffel symbol  mna.
Now let us include the effect of nonzero cam and turn to figure 3. The vector y@
now connects the two points (y; x) and (y + y; x). So the point labeled by x on Xy with
the point labeled by x on Xy+y. The normal vector ye connects the point x on Xy
with the point x  cy on Xy+y. The difference is the vertical vector cy. Following
the usage in relativity, we refer to c as the shift. For the displaced point x+ x, the shift
has become (c + c)y. For the case of real coordinates, we have the freedom to take
ca
m = 0. In complex coordinates, however, this is no longer possible. Indeed the shift plays
an essential role.
We see from (2.32) that the extrinsic curvature is a rotation coefficient
am
n = a
n
m =
1
2
gnkDagkm ;
where  are the rotation coefficients in the e-basis, and the last term follows from computing
the Levi-Civita connection coefficient in the e-basis, see appendix B.1, with
Dagkm = ea(gkm)  ca`; k g`m   ca`;m g`k :
In complex coordinates, it follows that we have

 =
1
2
gDg =  1
2
g

c

;  g + c

;  g

: (2.33)
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
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r
r
r r
 n
Figure 1. The calculation of the extrinsic curvature for a cylinder embedded in a flat space.
The last term in this equation expresses the extrinsic curvature in terms of the derivatives
of the shift.
We also know from (2.29) that c;  = . So we also have the following expression
for the extrinsic curvature in terms of 
 =  () :
The extrinsic curvature is a tensor, as is  (), so we see from (2.33) that we cannot
set c = 0. In fact the extrinsic curvature is the obstruction to so doing. The reason that
this is so, is that the shift is defined in terms of the normal to the fibres, and so by the
metric gmn, thus c is not a holomorphic function of the coordinates and so cannot be
removed by a holomorphic coordinate transformation.
3 The universal geometry U
In the previous sections we have described in detail how to extend the geometry of X to
the larger structure of the fibration X. This also allowed us to describe geometrically the
variations of the metric and complex structures on X in terms of Lie derivatives and flows
on the moduli space M . We now study the geometry U, the universal bundle, whose base
manifold is X. This is a holomorphic bundle with connection A, with A the natural extension
of A. The field strength F for A has a tangibility [1; 1] part which exactly describes the
variation of A. The Bianchi identity for F efficiently encapsulates otherwise subtle identities
derived in [1].
The universal geometry also includes the three-form H = dc! and its Bianchi iden-
tity (1.2). The extension of H to X is defined in a natural way
H = dc : (3.1)
We demand that H obeys an extended Bianchi identity
dH =  
8
4

Tr (F2)  Tr (R2)

:
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x
x+ x
Xy Xy+y
M
y y + y
ya@a
x
x
am
n en
 amn ea
Figure 2. The calculation of the extrinsic curvature for the fibres Xy for the case that cam = 0.
Remarkably, this equation elegantly captures otherwise complicated algebraic relations de-
rived with much effort in [1]. These identities are important as they are central to the
construction of the metric on M and showing that it is Kähler. Using the extended quan-
tities on X we re-derive the metric on M in a concise fashion in section 5.
3.1 The extension of A
The covariant derivative for A defined in [1] transforms covariantly under gauge transfor-
mations. It needs to be generalised to transform, additionally, under bundle diffeomor-
phisms (2.10). To do this we define an extended connection A for the extended vector
bundle U ! X
A = Ame
m +A]ady
a ; A]a = a  Amcam ;
where the components of the corpus Am are identified with the connection along X. In
the following, we will denote the corpus of A by A = Amem in the e-basis, the animus by
A] = A]adya. We can divide the form into holomorphic type
A = AA AAy ; AA = A(0;1) :
We will not be specific about the structure group of the universal bundleU beyond requiring
it contain G as a subgroup when restricted to X appropriately. This restriction is important
in later sections when we discuss deformations of TX .
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  = c (;)
x
x+ x
Xy
y
Xy+y
y + y
M
x+ x
x+ x  (c + c)y
x
x  cy
y@
ye
x  cy
 =  c (;)
Figure 3. The calculation of the extrinsic curvature for the fibres Xy for the case of complex
coordinates.
The form AA can be decomposed into its animus and corpus
AA = A] dy +A e :
The field strength of A is defined as usual
F = dA + A2 : (3.2)
This can be decomposed according to tangibility and in terms of the covariant derivatives
Ð ;Ð ], defined in (2.15) and (2.16), respectively:
F = (Ð + Ð ]   S)(A+A]) + (A+A])2 = 1
2
Fmne
men + dya F]a +
1
2
F]ab dy
adyb : (3.3)
Let us unpackage each of the three components of F. The corpus is the field strength of A
on X,
Fmn = @mAn   @nAm +AmAn  AnAm :
The second term defines a covariant derivative that transforms homogeneously under gauge
transformations and is invariant under bundle diffeomorphisms:
F]a = DaA ; where DaA = ea(A)  (Ðcam)Am  ÐAA]a ; (3.4)
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here
ÐAA]a = ÐA
]
a + [A;A
]
a] ;
and
ea(A) = @aA  cam@mA :
On a gauge neutral object, Da reduces to Ð
]
a.
In holomorphic coordinates, using the identification of  in (2.29), we find it is the
appropriate generalisation of the holotypical derivative introduced in [1]:
DA = e(A)  Ay   gAA] :
The third equation of (3.3) is
F]ab = 2Ð
]
[aA
]
b] + [A
]
a; A
]
b]  SabmAm ; where Ð ]aA]b = ea(A]b) :
We take U to be holomorphic meaning
F(0;2) = 0 :
The corpus of F automatically satisfies this requirement in virtue of F (0;2) = 0. The
tangibility [1; 1] component is the condition that A depend holomorphically on parameters
DA = 0 :
The tangibility [2; 0] component implies F]

= 0. That is, that the bundle U restricted to
M is holomorphic. In deducing this we have used S = 0.
Consider now the Bianchi identity for F
dAF = 0 : (3.5)
The corpus realises the Bianchi identity on X. The animus gives two further identities
ÐA(DaA) = DaF and [Da;Db]A =  ÐA(F]ab) + Sabm Fm = 0 ; (3.6)
where
ÐA(DaA) = Ð(DaA) + [A;DaA] ; DaF = Ð ]aF + [A
]
a; F ] ;
Da(DbA) = Ð ]a(DbA) + [A
]
a;DbA] ; ÐAF
]
ab = ÐF
]
ab + [A;F
]
ab] :
The relations (3.6) can be derived directly from the definition of the covariant derivative
as in [1] with some labour. What we see here is an alternative derivation through the
Bianchi identity. This also has the advantage of unification, reducing a pair of identities to
a single identity.
The Atiyah constraint comes from taking a =  in the first equation of (3.6), and
considering the (0; 2)-component together with the identification of  in (2.29):
gA(DA) =  F :
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3.2 The extension of B and H
The field H is the extension of H, and defined as
H = dB  
8
4

CS[A]  CS[]

; where CS[A] = Tr

A dA +
2
3
A3

; (3.7)
where B is the extension of the Kalb-Ramond field
B =
1
2
Bmn e
men + B]am dy
aem +
1
2
B]ab dy
adyb = B + B]a dy
a +B] :
H decomposes as
H =
1
3!
dyabcH]abc +
1
2
dyabH]ab + dy
aH]a +H ;
where the [1; 2] term will be relevant in what follows. It is given by
H]a = Ð
]
aB ÐB]a 
8
4

Tr (A]aÐA) Tr (]aÐ)

+
8
4

Tr (ADaA) Tr (Da)

: (3.8)
We can now rewrite this in terms of covariant derivatives
H]a = DaB +
8
4

Tr (ADaA)  Tr (Da)

 ÐB]a ; (3.9)
with the covariant derivative DaB is defined as
DaB = Ð ]aB  
8
4

Tr (A]aÐA)  Tr (]aÐ)

;
which sharpens the relation derived in [1]. We will see why this is a covariant deriva-
tive shortly.
By demanding H be gauge invariant, we see that the field B transforms under gauge
transformations:
B! ;	B = B + 
8
4
n
Tr
 
YA  Z+ U Wo : (3.10)
Which is the natural extension of the rule given in (1.13). Given the above relations the field
strength H is invariant. As the animus of B transforms inhomogeneously, it is inconsistent
to try to set it to zero. Here Y, U are the extensions of Y and U :
Y =  1 d ; dU =
1
3
Tr Y3 ;
with Z;W being the spin connection counterpart.
The right hand side of (3.9) is the combination of terms identified in [1] as being gauge
invariant. This we now understand since Ba = H]a and H is gauge invariant.
The covariant derivative is defined such that it transforms in a manner parallel to the
B-field itself:
(;	)DaB = DaB +
8
4

Tr (Y DaA) + Ya   Tr (ZDa)  Za

:
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We have also defined
Ya = Ð ]aU   Tr (Y ]aY 2) + Ð

Tr (Y ]aA AY ]a )

;
Za = Ð ]aZ   Tr (Z]aZ2) + Ð

Tr (Z]a ]aZ)

;
Using that the form Y satisfies dY =  Y2, we find that this quantity is Ð-closed
ÐYa = 0 :
In addition to the gauge transformations above the field strength H is invariant under
an additional symmetry, in which B shifts by a d-exact amount,
B! B + d ;  = m em + ]a dya ;
where the one-form  is gauge-invariant. Decomposing this into tangibilities we have
B ! B + Ð ;
B]a ! B]a + Ð ]a  Ð]a ;
B]ab ! B]ab + Ð ]a]b  Ð ]b]a   Sabm m :
(3.11)
The first line corresponds to shifting B by a Ð-exact term. The second line corresponds
to shifts of B]a. The way to think of B]a is that it is another connection; its purpose to is
define an invariant quantity Ba as in (3.9). This invariance can be checked directly, but
an easier way to see this is to note that H is invariant and so H]a = Ba is invariant. The
quantity Ba, mentioned in the introduction, plays an important role as Ba + iDa! plays
the role in heterotic geometry analogous to the role of complexified Kähler class in special
geometry. All this goes to show that the animi of A and B are connections which are needed
to define covariant derivatives on the moduli space.
Although we have not fully explored this aspect, we believe the quantity B]ab with the
transformation rules as in the third line above, provide connections that enable one to define
second and higher order derivatives. For example, see [1] where a second order covariant
derivative was defined.
3.3 The extension of dc!
We will shortly have need for the quantity
dc =
1
3!
JPJQJR(d)PQR :
In a holomorphic basis  is (1; 1) and so
dc = i(d)(2;1)   i(d)(1;2) :
The term dc has vanishing [3; 0] term due to the fact that g]

is Kähler, while the re-
maining components are given by
(dc) = iD!(1;1)   iD!(0;2) ;
(dc) =  iS ! ; (dc) = iS ! ;
(dc) =  iS ! + iS ! :
(3.12)
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Note that the action of the covariant derivative D on a gauge neutral object is the same
as Ð ] so that D!(p;q) = Ð
]
a!(p;q). In the sections to follow, where no ambiguity will arise
we will use D to prevent an unnecessary proliferation of symbols.
On setting S = 0 the expression simplifies significantly
dc = i(g  g)! + idy(D!(1;1)  D!(0;2)) + idy(D!(2;0)  D!(1;1)) :
While ! is type (1; 1), its derivativeD is type (2; 1)(1; 2): D! = D!(1;1)+D!(0;2), and
this expresses the type changing property of variations with respect to complex structure.
3.4 The relation H = dc, Bianchi identity and second order relations
We suppose that the extended supersymmetry relation (3.1) holds on X This imposes some
constraints on the variations of a heterotic structure. The tangibility [1; 2] part of this
relation gives
B(2;0) = 0 ;
B(1;1)   iD!(1;1) = 0 ;
B(0;2) + iD!(0;2) = 0 :
(3.13)
We define
Z = B + iD! ; and Z = B   iD! ;
which are the generalisation to heterotic geometry of the variation of the complexified Kähler
class familiar in special geometry B + i!. In terms of Z;Z, (3.13) can be written as
Z(2;0) = Z(2;0) = 0 ;
Z(1;1) = 0 ;
Z(0;2) = 0 :
(3.14)
These equations described first order conditions on the heterotic moduli which were derived
in [13–16] and in this notation in [1] by taking partial derivatives of the supersymmetry
relation H = dc!. We identify Ba with ba and note that H = dc captures all of the moduli
equations except one. For the remaining one we turn to the Bianchi identity for dH on X:
dH =  
8
4

Tr F2   TrR2

= d(dc) :
The curvatures F and R are of type (1; 1) and so only the type (2; 2) part of this relation is
non-vanishing.
We start with tangibility [1; 3], focusing on holomorphic variation with index . The
first equality of the previous equation is
(dH) =  
8
2

Tr (DA F )  Tr (D# R)

:
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Meanwhile (ddc) is simplified using
Ð(dc) = iÐ(D!1;1  D!0;2) ;
D(Ðc!) = 2i (g!)   2i g( !) + i(g  g)D! ;
and by using (3.13) we get
g(Z(1;1) ) = 2i (g!) +
8
2

Tr (DA F )  Tr (D# R)

: (3.15)
Let us now turn our attention to tangibility [2; 2]. Assuming that S = 0, this consists
of two relations
D(d
c)  D(dc) =  
8
2

Tr (DADA)  Tr (D#D)

;
D(d
c)  D(dc) =  
8
2

Tr (DADAy)  Tr (DDy)

  
8
4

Tr (F]

F )  Tr (R]

R)

:
(3.16)
The second relation forms part of a critical algebraic relation needed to derive the moduli
space metric in [1] and so we focus on this one. It becomes
D(d
c) D(dc) = 2i
 
DD!
(1;1)
+2i (D!
(2;0))+2i
 (D!
(0;2))
+iD(
 !) i(D!(1;1))+iD(!) i(D!(1;1)) :
The last equation can be simplified by noticing a further relation
D(
 !)  (D!(1;1)) = (gS)! = 0 ;
which sets the last line to zero. Putting everything together, we can rearrange (3.16)
to obtain 
DD!
(1;1)
=   i
8
4

Tr (DADAy)  Tr (DDy)

  i
8
8

Tr (F]

F )  Tr (R]

R)

+ 
 (D!
(2;0)) + 
 (D!
(0;2)) :
(3.17)
This shows that the Bianchi identity for H incorporates the second order algebraic rela-
tion for the variation of the hermitian form that is crucial in deriving the 8 -corrected
moduli metric.
4 Using X to deform connections on TX
The moduli space metric, expressed in (1.18), has a contribution from the variation of .
As is the case for the gauge connection A, the variation of  is expressed as a covariant
derivative with respect to parameters. However, unlike A, the derivatives of  are tied to
the geometry of X, up to Lorentz gauge transformations. Our aim in this section is to
compute D to zeroth order in 8 , expressing the answer in terms of the moduli of X.
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4.1 The covariant derivative of 
Our approach to computing covariant derivatives of  is to extend this connection to X.
The connection  is then a connection on the frame bundle, and its associated tangent
bundle TX. We take the connection  to be metric compatible. It has a curvature two-form
R = d + 2 which transforms in a Lorentz algebra so(D) where D = dimX. In terms of
tangibilities,  decomposes as
 = ]a dy
a + m e
m : (4.1)
The curvature R has a tangibility [1; 1] component which defines the covariant derivative
Da = R
]
ame
m :
For any frame on X with basis of sections fsa; smg, the connection  has symbols
rsa = ba sb + na sn ; rsm = nm sn + bm sb :
In the physical string theory, the connection  is so(6) valued, when (sa; sm) form an
orthonormal basis, and the term that appears in the moduli space metric involves a trace
over so(6):
Tr

D ?D

= (D)
m
n ? (D)
n
m :
However, under a change of basis
sa = s
b
a eb ; sm = s
n
m @n ; (4.2)
for some invertible matrices sba and snm. The covariant derivative Da transforms as
D
m
n ! smkDkl s 1ln ;
and so Tr (D?D) is invariant. Hence, we are free to compute this term in the e-basis,
which turns out to be very convenient. Our first task then is to compute the covariant
derivative,
Da
n
m = Ð ]a
n
m  Ð]anm + []a;]nm ; (4.3)
in the e-basis. The first term in (4.3) is evaluated like a 1-form using (2.17). In explicit
detail it is given by Ð ]anm = ea(nm) ep(@pcaq)qnm, while the second term is Ð] na m =
em@m
] n
a m.
4.2 A two-parameter family of connections (;) on X
As reviewed in appendix A, the supersymmetry Killing spinor of heterotic supergravity is
covariantly constant with respect to the connection
Bm = 
LC
m  
1
2
Hm :
By using this and writing J as a spinor bilinear, it follows that J is covariantly constant with
respect to this connection rBJ = 0, and so B is hermitian. Furthermore, the equation
rBJ = 0 can be expressed in terms of forms, and when so written, in a holomorphic frame,
we have that H = i(@ @)!, as we see from (A.9) and (A.10). This is stated more generally
as H = dc!. On the other hand the torsion of B, as defined in (A.1), is exactly H, more
precisely Tmnp = Hmnp. Thus, we find that B has totally antisymmetric torsion equal
to dc!. This connection is known in the mathematics literature as the Bismut connection.
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While the supersymmetry spinor is covariantly constant with respect to B, a different
connection H appears in the heterotic action (A.7). It is non-hermitian and has torsion
given by  H. Hence,
Hm = 
LC
m +
1
2
Hm :
We call this the Hull connection.
The last term in the moduli space metric (1.18) derives from dimensionally reducing
the quantity Tr jR(H)j2, and our task therefore is to compute the covariant derivative of
the Hull connection DaH. However, we will first work in more generality and compute
the covariant derivative of a two-parameter family of connections introduced in [17], of
which B;H are special cases. This family also includes the 1-parameter family defined by
Gauduchon [18]. We will show that only a 1-parameter subfamily are holomorphic on X, and
this includes the Hull connection. To define the family, consider a fixed complex manifold
X, and on TX we introduce the connection (;), with ;  2 R and symbols
(;)

 = 
LC


 +
(  )
2
H

 ;
(;)

 = 
LC


 +
(  )
2
H

 ;
(;)

 = 0 ;
(;)

 = 
LC


 +
(+ )
2
H

 ;
(4.4)
where LC is the Levi-Civita connection and H = dc!. The Bismut connection is given
by B = ( 1;0), the Hull connection by H = (1;0) and the Chern connection by Ch =
(0; 1). Furthermore, when + = 1 this reduces to the 1-parameter family of Gauduchon.
To compute Da(;) we extend  to X as follows. Firstly, we consider the Levi-Civita
connection LC on X. In terms of an arbitrary basis of vectors, denoted eP , using (A.2) it
has symbols given by
LCP
Q
R =
1
2
gQS

eP (gSR) + eR(gSP )  eS(gPR)

  1
2
gQS

[eP ; eS ]
T gTR + [eR; eS ]
T gTP

+
1
2
[eP ; eR]
Q :
(4.5)
For the e-basis eP = (ea; @m) we get
LC nk = e
m  LCm
n
k + dya

@kca
n +
1
2
gnlDa glk

;
LC bk =  1
2
em g]bdDd gmk   1
2
dya g]bd Sadl glk ;
LC nc =
1
2
em gnlDc glm +
1
2
dya Sacn ;
LC bc =  1
2
em g]bd Scd
l glm + dya  ]LCacb ;
(4.6)
where  LC and  ]LC are the standard expressions, see (A.3), in terms of gmn and g
]
ab
respectively; Dagmn = (Ð
]
ag)mn = (Leag)mn and (2.20) provides us with an expression
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in components
Da gmn = ea(gmn)  cak;m gkn   cak; n gmk :
The connection (;) extends (4.4) to X in a natural way. The resulting symbols are written
below in holomorphic coordinates. We have used (4.6), H = dc and the calculation of dc
in (3.12).
 Internal indices purely vertical:
(;)  = e
 (;)

 + e
 
(;)


 + dy

@c
 +
(1 +   )
2
gDg

+
+
(1  + )
2
dy gDg ;
(;)  = e
 
(;)


 + (1 + + ) dy g [] :
 Internal indices of mixed type, upper index horizontal:
(;)  =  e g]

() + (  )[]

  (1  + )
2
e g]Dg+
+
(1 +   )
2
dy g] S
 g +
(1  + )
2
dy g] S
 g ;
(;)  =  (1 + + )
2
e g]Dg +
(1 + + )
2
dy g] S g :
 Internal indices of mixed type, upper index vertical:
(;)  =
(1  + )
2
e gDg + e
 g

() + (  )[]

+
(1  + )
2
dy S +
(1 +   )
2
dy S ;
(;)  =
(1 + + )
2
e gDg +
(1 + + )
2
dy S :
 Internal indices purely horizontal:
(;)  =
(1  + )
2
e g] S
 g +
(1  + )
2
e g] S
 g + dy ] ;
(;)  =
(1 + + )
2
e g] S
 g :
Some comments are in order. First, the symbols (;) coincide with the symbols (;)
on the fibre X when all three indices are vertical. This is not the case if the symbols
are expressed in the coordinate basis f@a; @mg. Second, when all indices are horizontal,
 coincides with ] the connection symbols formed from g]. As g] is Kähler the connection is
the unique hermitian torsionless connection onM , whose only nonvanishing components are
]

 = g
]@g
]

:
Finally, we denote the split r according to tangibility as follows
r = r+r] = emrm + dyar]a :
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4.3 The covariant derivative of (;)
We now compute D(;) to zeroth order in 8 . We will find that only when     = 1
is the connection holomorphic, that is R(0;2) = 0. For the remainder of the paper we set
Sab = 0, and work in harmonic gauge, the conventional choice in supergravity: rmgmn = 0
where rm = @m + m is computed with respect to the affine spin connection on X that is
discussed in appendix A. This gauge fixing decomposes into

 ! = 0 ; r  = 0 ; @m
 
!D!

= 0 ;
provided X has h(0;2) = 0. Interestingly, without vanishing curvature S = 0 and gauge
fixing, the connection is not holomorphic for any choice of ; .
First, we demand that the connection is holomorphic D = 0. Using (4.3), we find
the following components are not immediately zero:
D
(;)


 =
(1  + )
2i
g rD! ; D(;)  = 
(1  + )
2i
g rD! :
We see that the covariant derivatives of the variations appear
r  = @  +   ; rD! = @D!   D! :
For the connection to be holomorphic we need to set    = 1. It can be checked that this
relation is sufficient to ensure that R(0;2) = 0. So we have found a 1-parameter family of
holomorphic connections on X.
Computing, we find the following non-zero components for the physical deforma-
tions D :
D
(; 1)


 = r  + ir D! ;
D
(; 1)


 = g
 r  + irD! g : (4.7)
Before we continue, let us pause to make some comments. Firstly, we have not com-
puted terms which have vertical indices, such as D, as they do not appear in (1.18).
Second, it is straightforward to show that D satisfies the Atiyah condition:
r(0;1)D(0;1) = R : (4.8)
Third, for the Hull connection (; )=(1; 0) if we compute the covariant derivative of
the fibre metric, we find it vanishes since we have set S to zero:
r(ds2X) = r
 
2 g e
( 
 e) =  2g S dy 
 e + S e 
 dy = 0 :
These covariant derivatives do not mix components of the fibre metric with components of
the base metric under parallel transport along the moduli space.
Fourth, the extended connection  defines a covariant derivative of tensors, and it
might be tempting to interpret this parallel transport as the appropriate deformation theory
of tensors. However, this does not reduce to known expressions derived in [1] for the
appropriate deformations of tensors on X. Note also, if one were to impose that r and 
commute, then this would imply ma and am vanish. This would mean that Dg and

 both vanish, which is a condition we do not want.
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4.4 The contribution of D to the moduli space metric
We are now in a position to compute the last term of (1.18). The connection in that metric
is the Hull connection (; ) = (1; 0), though in fact  drops out of the following calculation
and so it is valid for a 1-parameter family. The integration is evaluated for a fixed point
y 2M giving a simplifying rule em ! dxm.
We use the result (4.7) to find
Tr

D ?D

= 2

r(1;0) + irD!(1;1)

?

r(0;1)   ir D!(1;1)

g ;
where r(1;0) = dx r .
Using D!(0;2) = O(8 ) we find
  
8
4V
Z
X
Tr

D ?D

=
  
8
2V
Z
X
r(1;0) ?r(0;1) g  
8
2V
Z
X
rD! ?rD!
+
i8
2V
Z
X
r(1;0) ?rD!  
i8
2V
Z
X
r D! ?r(0;1) +O(8 2) :
At this point, we notice a series of useful identities. The variation of the complex structure
satisfies
rr  = Rdx and rr(1;0) = 0 ;
where we used the vanishing of the pure part of the curvature tensor for : R = 0.
For the Kähler form variation we find
rrD! = R D! dxdx and g rrD! dx = 0 :
After integrating by parts, using the terms above and metric compatibility of r we
find to first order in 8 :
  
8
4V
Z
X
Tr

D ?D

=
8
2V
Z
X

 + D!D!

R :
This expression agrees in form with that derived in [9].
5 Deriving the moduli space metric from its Kähler potential
We derive the moduli space metric from the Kähler potential in a concise manner using
extended forms on X. As in the previous section, we set Sab = 0 and within integrals over
X we have the rule em ! dxm; ea ! @a.
The moduli space metric g]

has the associated Kähler form
!] = ig]

dydy :
We show using X that
!] = iDDK ; where K = K 1 +K 2 =   log

4
3
Z
!3

  log

i
Z

 


:
That is, we are showing that K is the Kähler potential for the moduli space metric.
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We adopt the convention that when a universal form appears within an integral over
X, the only surviving part is that which makes the integrand a top form on X. Some useful
statements illustrating this areZ
X
!2F =
Z
X
!2F = 0 ;
1
2
Z
X
!2Tr F2 =
Z
X
!2Tr
 
F F   F F

dydy =
Z
X
!2Tr (DADAy) dydy ;Z
X
!2 DD! =
Z
X
!2@ @! =
Z
X
!2@ @ :
(5.1)
where we use the relations !2F = 0, DA = 0 and @(!2) = @(!2) = 0. We will also use,
within the integrand,
D

!2
2V

=   1
V
?D! : (5.2)
Recall that d
 =  k]
 +  with  = 12 dydxdxdx and k] = DK 2 = dy@K 2
and we use d
 = D
 = 0.
Consider first the derivatives of K 1,
DDK 1 = D

1
2V
Z
X
!2D!

=
1
V
Z
X
D! ?D!   i
2V
Z
X
!2@ @
=
1
V
Z
X
D! ?D!   
8
16V
Z
X
!2
 
Tr F2   TrR2
=

1
V
Z
X
D! ?D! +
i8
8V
Z
X
!2Tr

DADAy  DDy

dydy ;
(5.3)
where we have used (5.1) and (5.2).
While for the derivatives of K 2 we have
iDDK 2 = iD
 R
X 
D
R
X 
 

!
= i
 R
X D
 

R
X 
D

(
R
X 
 
)
2
 
R
X D
D
R
X 
 

!
=  i
R
X  R
X 
 

dydy ;
(5.4)
where we use @
 = @
 + D
 = 0 and, in the second line, several terms vanish owing to
considerations of holomorphic type.
Finally, combining (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain the desired result
iDDK = !] :
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A Heterotic geometry
The purpose of this section is to establish the notation that we use in this paper, and to
review some material derived in [1] and [19].
A.1 Some differential geometry
This material is standard, and used in section 4. Our notation follows that of [19, 20], and
more detail may be found in those references.
Consider a manifold X with metric given by
ds2 = gmn dxm 
 dxn = 2g dx 
 dx :
We introduce a basis of orthonormal 1-forms sA = sAmdxm so that ds2 = ABsA 
 sB and
an affine spin connection 1-form  which satisfies
dsA + AB ^ sB = 1
2
TABC s
B ^ sC = 1
2
TAmndxmdxn; AB = mAB dxm ; (A.1)
where TA[BC] is the torsion. In this section only we use upper case roman letters A;B;   
to denote flat Lorentz indices. The ordering of the indices here is important, and without
care, can lead to sign errors. In the following, we omit the wedge symbol ‘^’ where possible.
The connection  being metric compatible means that AB =  BA, where the in-
dices are raised and lowered with the flat metric AB. The Levi-Civita connection LC
is the unique connection that is both metric compatible and has vanishing torsion. The
Levi-Civita connection has symbols, in a coordinate basis, given by the following transfor-
mation law
LCm
A
B = s
A
n@mSB
n + sAq 
LC
p
q
mSB
p ; (A.2)
where SA = SAp@p is a basis of vectors dual to the 1-forms sA. In the coordinate basis  LC
is symmetric in its lower indices; in other bases this is not necessarily the case. In the litera-
ture, the   symbol is often written with a change of ordering of the indices  mBA = mAB.
Care must be taken with signs and for this reason we largely avoid writing the   symbols.
In the coordinate basis, the symbols of Levi-Civita connection are the Christoffel symbols
 LCm
p
q =
1
2
gpl (@mglq + @qglm   @lgmq) : (A.3)
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The curvature 2-form is defined as
RAB = dAB + AC CB =
1
2
RABCD s
C sD =
1
2
RABmndxmdxn :
We will have a need also for spinors. We denote the hermitian gamma matrices on X
by m; these satisfy the Clifford algebra fm; ng = 2gmn. The anti-symmetrised product
of k gamma matrices is
m1mk = [m1    mk] ;
and the covariant derivative acting on a spinor " on X is
rm" = @m"+ 1
4
mAB
AB" : (A.4)
Suppose " is a non-vanishing Weyl spinor on X and is covariantly constant rm" = 0. We
normalise so that "y" = 1. We can then use " to define tensors as spinor bilinears. The
complex structure J = Jmn dxm 
 @n = JAB sA 
 SB will also be relevant. As a spinor
bilinear it is
Jm
n =  i"ymn" :
It is covariantly constant
rmJ =
 
@mJA
B + m
A
C JB
C  mCB JCA

sA 
 SB = 0 : (A.5)
It can be shown that the Nijenhuis tensor of J vanishes [21], so the manifold is complex. We
denote its complex coordinates x; x , then J=i and J=  i . The compatibility
equation between the hermitian form !mn, metric gmn and complex structure Jmn is
!mn = Jm
pgpn : (A.6)
In complex coordinates ! = ig .
A.2 Heterotic action and supersymmetry variations
The supergravity action, correct to up to and including 8 2 is the following [22, 23]:
S =
1
2210
Z
d10X
p
g10 e
 2

R  1
2
jHj2 + 4(@)2   
0
4
 
Tr jF j2 Tr jR(H)j2+O(03):
(A.7)
The 10D Newton constant is denoted by 10, g10 =   det(gMN ),  is the 10D dilaton and
R is the Ricci scalar evaluated using the Levi-Civita connection.
The point-wise inner product on p-forms is
jT j2 = 1
p!
gM1N1 : : : gMpNp TM1:::Mp TN1:::Np :
Thus the curvature squared terms correspond to
Tr jF j2 = 1
2
TrFMNFMN and Tr jR(H)j2 = 1
2
TrRMNPQ(H)RMNPQ(H) ;
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where the Riemann curvature is evaluated using
H = LC +
1
2
H :
Using (A.1) this connection has torsion given by
TAMN = HAMN :
The connection rH has torsion with the opposite sign to the connection rB which appears
in the supersymmetry variations. In string frame, these are
	M = rB" = rLCM " 
1
4
HM" = 0 ;
 =  1
2
(/@)"+
1
4
/H" = 0 ;
 =  1
2
/F" = 0 ;
(A.8)
corresponding to the gravitino, dilatino and gaugino variations. We have introduced
HM =
1
2
HMNP 
NP ; /H =
1
3!
HMNP 
MNP ; /F =
1
2
FMN 
MN ; /@ =  M@M :
We will always assume the dilaton is constant, and work in weakly coupled perturbative
string theory at large radius. The spacetime geometry is R3;1X where the manifold X is
compact. The gamma matrices  M and spinor " are decomposed in a manner compatible
with this direct product
 e = e 
 1 ;  m = 5 
 m ; " = + 
 + +   
   ;
where e; f;    are spacetime indices,  are Weyl spinors on R3;1 and  are Weyl spinors
on X with + =   and + =  .
From the calculation in the previous subsection, equation (A.5) requires Jmn to be
covariantly constant with respect to rB:
rBmJnp = rLCm Jnp  
1
2
Hm
p
q Jn
q +
1
2
Hm
q
n Jq
p = 0 : (A.9)
Contracting with gprJsrdxmdxndxs, gives
d! +
1
2
HmnpdxmdxnJp = 0 :
Evaluating this equation in complex coordinates gives
i(@   @)! = H : (A.10)
The manifold X admits a holomorphic volume form 
 which is related to its hermitian
form ! through a compatibility relation
1
3!
!3 =
i
 ^ 

k
k2 : (A.11)
The holomorphic form 
 is @-closed and satisfies ?
 =  i
, which also means it is @-
harmonic. Similarly, 
 is covariantly constant with respect to B. This implies that
H
 = 0 and @ log k
k2 = 0 :
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A.3 The background field expansion
The background field expansion is a small fluctuation expansion around a classical back-
ground, in which the small fluctuations modulo gauge redundancies are the dynamical
quantities of physical interest. We describe this for heterotic theories following the back-
ground field method.
Consider a small fluctuation A! A+A, together with a variation of the gauge trans-
formation  ! (1 + ). The total quantity A + A transforms by (1.5). The doctrine of
the background field method assigns A the transformation law (1.5) while the fluctuation
transforms as
A !  A  dA 1 :
This is understood as the composition of two gauge transformations:
 Background gauge transformations
A ! A 1   d  1 and A !  A 1 : (A.12)
 Small gauge transformations
A ! A and A ! A  dA : (A.13)
The former is a classical symmetry of the background, while the latter describes the gauge
redundancies of the dynamical variables. Although we have described this using deforma-
tions A it equally well applies to other gauge symmetries such as Lorentz or diffeomor-
phisms. The former acts on all tensors, including  and the metric g. The B-field B
has an additional symmetry through its Gerbe property.
To first order, variations of heterotic structures are related by differentiating H = dc!
and using the cohomology of X:
B(2;0) = @1;0 ;
D!
(2;0) = 0 ;
B(0;2) + iD!(0;2) = @0;1 ;
B(1;1)   iD!(1;1) =

 + d
 
0;1 + 
1;0

 (1;1)
;
@(B(1;1) + iD!(1;1)   @(0;1) ) = 2i(@!   @!) +
8
2
Tr (DAF )  
8
2
Tr (DR) ;
(A.14)
where (1;1) is d-closed (1; 1)-form. As B is defined up to d-closed form, we can absorb the
terms involving (1;0) and 
(0;1)
 . We show in [1] that  can be absorbed by an 8 -correction
to the moduli space coordinates.
Using the covariant derivatives of fields as a basis for a Kaluza-Klein reduction, with
the harmonic gauge fixing, gives the moduli space metric (1.18). It is Kähler after taking
into account the second order relations between fields. This observation can be generalised
to account for the charged matter fields and their fermionic superpartners in order to give
the matter field metric as derived in [24]. This normalises physical Yukawa couplings.
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B The   and  symbols
The calculation in this section follows that of [10]. The two relevant bases for TX are the
coordinate basis and the e-basis
@P = f@a; @mg ; eP = fea; emg = f@a   cam @m; @mg :
While for T X they are
duP = fdya; dxmg ; eP = fea; emg = fdya; dxm + cam dyag :
We introduce the matrix eQP and its inverse EPQ as follows
eP = eQ
P duQ ; eQ = EPQ @P :
More explicitly
eQ
P =
 
b
a 0
cb
m n
m
!
; EPQ =
 
ab 0
 cbm mn
!
: (B.1)
The covariant derivative r defines symbols  in the e-basis and   in the coordinate basis:
r(@Q) = dxM  MPQ @P and r(eQ) = eM MPQ eP :
The relation between the symbols follows from
r(eQ) = eM

eM (E
P
Q) + E
N
ME
S
Q N
P
S

@P = e
MM
S
QE
P
S @P ;
which we rewrite as
eM (E
P
Q) + E
N
ME
S
Q N
P
S = M
S
QE
P
S : (B.2)
Under a coordinate transformation, x! ex(x; y) and y ! ey(y), the shift cam transforms
so that the e-bases elements rotate in a block diagonal fashion
ea ! ea = jab eb ; @m ! e@m = jmn@n ; jab = @yb
@eya ; jnm = @xn@exm :
This is viewed as a block diagonal rotation of the e-basis
jP
Q =
 
ja
b 0
0 jm
n
!
:
The  symbols therefore transform as
eMPQ = eM  jQS+ jMT jQNT SNj 1P S :
The block diagonal structure ensures that symbols such as mna and man transform as
tensors, and so their geometric meaning is independent of our choice of c:
emna = jmpj 1nq jabpqb ; eman = jmpjnqj 1ab pbq :
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The geometric interpretation of these symbols is that they are the components of the ex-
trinsic curvature amn of the fibration of X in X as described in section 2.7.
The covariant derivative for cam follows by choosing M = m, P = p, Q = a in (B.2)
and using (B.1) together with mba =  mba  mbqcaq:
am
p = m
p
a = (@mcap +  mpncan    mpa +  mbacbp    mbqcaqcbp) : (B.3)
The extrinsic curvature  is a tensor and so also is the final expression above. We could,
following [10], regard this final expression as the definition of a new covariant derivative of
the shift cam.
When Sab = 0, the expression simplifies
am
p = (@mcap +  mpncan    mpa) :
We can make some comments on this equation.
1. If cam = 0, so that normal vectors are given by @a, then
am
p =  m
p
a :
The following symbols are trivially identical mpa =  mpa.
2. In complex coordinates if we choose the Levi-Civita connection for r and use the  
symbols of (B.5), we find
 = () :
3. An analogous calculation gives
 =
1
2
Dg :
B.1 The   symbols for the Levi-Civita connection
These are the   symbols for the Levi-Civita connection. We first invert the relation (B.2)
and decompose the indices, giving
 mn =  cam bn + mn ;
 an = 
a
n ;
 mb =  cam ab   cam an cbn + mb + mn cbn + d cbm ;
 ab = 
a
b + 
a
n cb
n :
(B.4)
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Using the symbols for LC from (4.6), we have
 nk = dxm

 LCm
n
k+
1
2
cb
n g]bdDdgmk

+dya

ca
m LCm
n
k+ca
m cb
n g]bdDdgmk+@kca
n+
1
2
gnlDaglk+cb
n g]bdSad
l glk

;
 bk = 1
2
dxm g]bdDdgmk  1
2
dya

ca
m g]bdDdgmk+g
]bdSad
l glk

;
 nc = dxm

 LCm
n
k cc
k+@mcc
k+
1
2
cb
n g]bdDdgmk cc
k+
1
2
gnlDcglm+
1
2
cb
n g]bdScd
l glm

+dya

@acc
n+(@kca
n)cc
k+ca
m cb
n cc
k LCm
n
k cbn ]LCabc
+
1
2
ca
m cb
n g]bdDdgmk cc
k+
1
2
ca
m gnlDcglm+
1
2
cc
k gnlDaglk
+
1
2
Sac
n+
1
2
Scd
l ca
m cb
n g]bd glm+
1
2
Sad
l cb
n cc
k g]bd glk

;
 bc = 1
2
dxm

cc
k g]bdDd gmk Sdcl g]bd glm

+dya

 ]LCa
b
c  1
2
ca
m cc
k g]bdDdgmk+
1
2
Sdc
l ca
m g]bd glm  1
2
Sad
l g]bd glk cc
k

:
(B.5)
C The Nijenhuis tensor for X
The Nijenhuis tensor for J is
NJ = (J
P@PJ
Q   JPQdJP )@Q ; (C.1)
where uP = (ya; xm) denotes a point in X and we write JP = JSPduS . The complex
structure is triangular in the coordinate basis:
J = Jm
nem
en+J ]abea
eb = Jmn dxm
@n+(camJmn J ]abcbn) dya
@n+J ]ab dya
@b :
Thus,
Jm
a = 0; Ja
m = Jn
mca
m   J ]abcbm :
The terms in (C.1) decompose according to tangibility. In the following, we suppress the

 in writing out the tensor structure of NJ to simplify notation, so for example NJ =
1
2NJ PQ
RduPduQ@R.
1. The first term, proportional to dxmdxn, reduces to that on X
1
2
NJ mn
Qdxmdxn@Q = NJ : (C.2)
2. The next term has mixed tangibility dyadxm
NJ am
Qdyadxm@Q = NJ mnqcam dyadxn @q + (J ]abpq   abJpq) eb(Jmp) @q
+

J ]a
bJp
qm
n   J ]baJmnpq

[en; eb]
p dyadxm@q :
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where
eb(Jm
p) = @bJm
p   cbn@nJmp and [en; eb] = (@ncbq) @q :
We use the projectors of (2.30) to rewrite the NJ amQ components
NJ am
Qdyadxm@Q = NJ mnqcam dyadxn @q + 2i (PacQpq  QacPpq)ec(Jmp) @q
+ 4

Pa
cPm
nQp
q +Qa
cQm
nPp
q

[en; ec]
p dyadxm@q :
(C.3)
3. The final term of (C.1) has tangibility dyadyb
1
2
NJ ab
Qdyadyb@Q =
1
2
NJ] ab
ddyadyb ed+
1
2
NJ mn
qca
mcb
ndyadyb eq
+

J ]a
c ec(Jp
q)cb
p Jmq ea(Jpm)cbp

dyadyb@q
+

a
cb
dp
q+J ]a
cJp
qb
d J ]acJ ]bdpq+J ]bdJpqac

(@ccd
p)dyadyb@q
+

a
cb
dJn
mJp
q acJ ]bdJnmpq J ]acbdnmJpq+J ]acJ ]bdnmpq

ccn(@mcdp)dyadyb@q :
In terms of projectors
1
2
NJ ab
Qdyadyb@Q =
1
2
NJ] ab
ddyadyb ed+
1
2
NJ mn
qca
mcb
ndyadyb eq
+2i

Pa
cQp
q QacPpq

ec(Jm
p)cb
mdyadyb@q  2

P cP dQp+Q
cQdPp

[ec;ed]
p
 4

P cP dQpPn
m+QcQdPpQn
m+P cQdQn
mPp+Q
cP dPn
mQp

cc
n[em;ed]
p : (C.4)
Gathering (C.2), (C.3) and (C.4), and simplifying we find
NJ =
1
2
NJ mn
qemeneq+2iec (Jmp)

P ]cemQp Q]cemPp

 4[ec;en]p

P ]cPnQp+Q
]cQnPp

 2[ec;ed]p

P ]cP ]dQp+Q
]cQ]dPp

+
1
2
NJ] ab
ceaebec :
(C.5)
The second and third terms combine in virtue of the relation
[P ]a; Pm]
pdyaem =   i
2
P ]c ec(Jm
p)em + P ]cPm[ec; em]
p :
Note also that
[P ]c ; P
]
d ]
q = P ]c
aP ]d
b[ea; eb]
q :
These relations, together with (C.5), give the final expression
NJ =
1
2
NJ mn
q em en eq   4[P ]a; Pm]q ea emQq   4[Q]a; Qm]q ea em Pq
  2[P ]c ; P ]d ]q ec edQq   2[Q]c; Q]d]q ec ed Pq +
1
2
NJ] cd
e ec ed ee :
The first and last term are NJ and NJ] .
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D Some examples: deformations of ! and 
 within X
We now illustrate the extensions of some natural tensors in special geometry and calculate
their deformations. For this subsection only, X is a Calabi-Yau manifold and we are at
the standard embedding. It is a good check that the formalism here reproduces the known
deformation theory of a Calabi-Yau manifold.
D.1 The hermitian form !
The hermitian form  on X is
 = !mne
men + !]abdy
adyb ;
with its form is determined by the metric (2.22) on X.
The variation of the hermitian form ! due to a variation dy is
D! = e(!)  (Ðcm)!m ;
and when decomposed into holomorphic type this yields
D!
(2;0) = 0 ;
D!
(1;1) = D! e
e ; D! = e(!)  (@c )! ;
D!
(0;2) = i
 ! ;
(D.1)
Under a small diffeomorphism (A.13) ! = yaDa! transforms in the following way
! ! !   L! = !   m(d!)m   d(m !m) = ! + d" ; " =  m!m ;
where m is a vector and " a 1-form. Harmonic gauge is when dy! = 0. This requires
Ð ]!(0;2) = 0 and Ð ]!(1;1) to be harmonic.
D.2 The holomorphic form 

We define the holomorphic three form on X to have an extension which is purely vertical6

 =
1
3!

 e
ee =
1
3!
f(x; y) e
ee ; (D.2)
where  is the constant antisymmetric symbol and the function f depends holomorphi-
cally on the coordinates. As ?
 =  i
, it follows 
 that is d-harmonic. Supersymmetry
implies that it is covariantly constant with respect to the Bismut connection rB
 = 0.
Decomposing according to holomorphic type yields two relations
rB
 =

@ log k
k2  H


 = 0 ;
rB
 =  g(@g   @g) 
 = H 
 = 0 ;
6Of course there may be a three form for X with horizontal components. In this work, they do not play
a role and so we do not consider them. This is an example of an object which does not have a natural
extension to the universal manifold X.
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which are solved by
H
 = 0 ; @ log k
k2 = 0 :
The three-form 
 is a section of a line bundle over the moduli space M with a C-gauge
symmetry

! (y) 
 ;  2 C : (D.3)
Now consider variations of 
, which need to be covariant under (D.3). The derivative
g]
 is decomposed into holomorphic type on X:
g]
 = (Ð ]
)(3;0) + (Ð ]
)(2;1) ;
where the superscripts refer to holomorphic type with respect to J . Using fÐ ;Ð ]g = 0,
applying Ð ] to Ð
 = 0 and decomposing according to
g(Ð ]
)(2;1) = 0 and g(Ð ]
)(3;0) + g(Ð ]
)(2;1) = 0 : (D.4)
The first equation defines a g-closed form  = 
. For the second equation the Hodge
decomposition of (Ð ]
)(3;0) with respect to the g-operator gives the sum of a harmonic
form and a g-exact term. As h3;0 = 1, the harmonic term is 
 multiplied by a parameter
dependant coefficient K 2
(Ð ]
)
(3;0) =  K 2 
 + g : (D.5)
Multiplying this equation by 
 and integrating over X, we see the coefficient K 2 can be
written as a derivative
K 2 = @K 2 ; K 2 =   log
Z
X
i
 


:
Under small diffeomorphisms, there is a transformation law for 
 = yÐ ]


(3;0) ! 
(3;0)   @( 
) and 
(2;1) ! 
(2;1)   @( 
) :
Comparing this equation with (D.5) we see that we can solve  
 = y with explicit
solution given by
" =
1
2 k
k2 


(y + (@
(1;0))) ;
where (1;0) is an arbitrary one form. With this choice 
(3;0) is harmonic. We see that
(1;0) is a residual gauge freedom that does not affect 
.
Returning to the second equation in (D.4), we see that it implies  is g-closed.
The derivative of 
 that is covariant both with respect the symmetry (D.3) and diffeo-
morphisms is
D
 =
 
Ð ] +K 2


 =  = 

 :
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